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The Internet of things is increasingly focused on UAV-based long-range
applications. This necessitates versatile, low-cost antenna designs for both
ground stations and drones. This study proposes the design of a pattern
reconfigurable parasitic element antenna system operating in the LoRa
868 MHz band and its on-field characterization. The electronic steerable
parasitic array radiator (ESPAR) antenna consists of a single-fed shorted patch
surrounded by four rectangular parasitic elements. The antenna system can
develop four directive beams, each activated by one of four PIN diodes, and
an omnidirectional pattern obtained when all diodes are turned off. The antenna
has been characterized both in an anechoic controlled environment and in a
practical on-field drone-to-ground packet transmission scenario. Results based
on received signal strength indicator (RSSI) show that the pattern reconfigurability
becomes increasingly relevant with the end-point distance and that pointing the
beam at the end point always allows the highest RSSI level to be received.
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1 Introduction

The internet of things (IoT) is a large-scale network of interconnected devices that
exchange data with each other and with the cloud (Heslop, 2021). IoT devices can range
from simple sensors and actuators to complex systems, such as autonomous cars. Recently,
there has been a growing evolution in infrastructures driven by unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), piquing the interest of Industrial IoT (IIoT) participants in the drone market
(Cohn et al., 2017). Nonetheless, several challenges remain associated with the deployment
of UAVs (Hayat et al., 2016; Hossein Motlagh et al., 2016), with long-range coverage and
power consumption being critical aspects.

In this context, pattern reconfigurable antennas can play a significant role in
overcoming many challenges, enhancing channel performance, and mitigating
radiation losses in unintended directions (Catarinucci et al., 2014; Le et al., 2016).
Instead of a classical approach of arranging position and orientation of conventional
omnidirectional antennas (Badi et al., 2020), pattern reconfigurable antennas are
increasingly used for drone applications (Seo et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020) as they can
dynamically adapt to the surrounding environment independent of the drone roll,
pitch, or yaw in flight. Among the many existing pattern reconfigurable antenna
solutions, electronically steerable parasitic array radiators (ESPARs), which use
reactive loads to reconfigure the beam (Harrington, 1978), allow one to obtain a
single-fed pattern reconfigurable antenna without the use of complex phase shifters
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and power dividers. In IoT scenarios, these arrays have
performed comparably to active arrays (Burtowy et al., 2019;
Santamaria et al., 2021a) with the benefit of low power
consumption. ESPARs hold a distinct advantage by
combining coplanar omnidirectional dipole-like radiating
elements in a way that enables an end-fire propagation, which
can be reconfigured to obtain an extensive coverage throughout
the entire azimuthal plane (Positano et al., 2023). However, these
designs need complex control circuits that involve many reactive
loads for each parasitic element. Santamaria et al. (2021b)
proposed an alternative where a cloverleaf-like antenna
structure realizes a four-direction ESPAR with self-matched
parasites to avoid the use of discrete load components.
However, the use of a single pole n-throw (SPNT) switch
configuration controller is needed.

In drone-to-ground (D2G) communications, it is preferable
for antennas on UAVs to have conical beams pointed to the
ground so that they can provide the widest possible coverage. In
Choi et al. (2020), the conical beam is obtained thanks to the
combination four directive beams. The structure is based on the
combination of a monopole and patch structures while the
reconfiguration is based on their feeding network control. A
combination of monopole and orthogonal radial dipoles is
proposed in Choi and Lee (2020), where the use of PIN
diodes to control the coupling between the dipoles and the
monopole allows the antenna to be simplified.

However, in real-world deployments, communication
performance is constrained by various other factors such as
the transmission protocol, the surrounding environment, and
the integration with the supporting structure. Together with
simulations and measurements in controlled environments, tests
at higher levels in practical on-field deployment are needed to
validate the efficiency of this communication (Pokorny
et al., 2018).

This study introduces a four-direction ESPAR designed for
operation in the LoRa 868 MHz band and an RSSI-based
assessment in a real scenario to demonstrate the advantage
and limits of using reconfigurable antennas for long range

communications. Reconfigurability is achieved through the
activation of four switchable beams through PIN diodes. The
design is conceived for versatile D2G communication.

2 Design of the parasitic element
antenna system

2.1 Antenna structure

The antenna structure is presented in Figure 1. It consists of a
single-fed squared shorted patch surrounded by four rectangular
patches. The central active radiating element represents the well-
known wire-patch (WP) radiator (Delaveaud et al., 1994), which can
develop an omnidirectional radiation pattern despite the small
vertical extension. This is achieved by placing two shorting wires
parallel to the SMA core connector at a distance dv. These wires,
positioned between the two PCBs, act as an equivalent parallel
inductance to the capacitance created by the patch and the ground
plane. The five patches are printed on a 0.8 mm thick 20 × 20 cm2

FR-4 substrate, while another PCB of the same size is placed at a
distance h and acts as ground plane. Four snap-fit PCBs that host an

FIGURE 1
Antenna structure with zoom on parasite’s snap-fit PCB with PIN diode and RF chokes.

FIGURE 2
Contour current distribution and realized gain far-field
distribution for a diode activated parasitic element.
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SMP1345 PIN diode connect the passive patches to the
ground plane.

RF-chokes are needed at the ends of the PIN diodes on the
vertical snap-fit PCBs to insulate the microcontroller used to activate
the diodes from the RF signals. For this purpose, a 100 nH inductor
providing a reactance of XL � jωL ≃ j545 Ω at 868 MHz was used.
One advantage of having the snap-fit PCB between the layers is the
easy and accurate manufacturing of the entire structure, fixing the
air gap to the snap-fit notch length of 13.37 mm.

The resulting system enables five pattern configurations: one
omnidirectional configuration when all the diodes are OFF, and
four directive patterns when the diodes are activated one by one.
These latter patterns point in the directions opposite the
corresponding activated parasitic element. The four directive
beams can combine in a conical shape meeting the
requirement for UAVs antennas.

2.2 Design procedure

The design process is described in the three following simple
steps. Firstly, a simple squared WP antenna has been designed to
work at 868 MHz. The size lp of the patch acting as a top hat for the
SMA core of length h has been optimized together with the distance
between the vertical pins and the central feed over a fixed ground
plane of 200 × 200 mm. The optimization is aimed to maximize the
antenna impedance matching at 868 MHz.

Secondly, the parasitic elements were designed starting from top-hat
monopoles. Rectangular patch shapes have been chosen to better couple
with the squared active patch at a fixed distance of 0.2λ. A simple wire
has been considered as a short circuit between the parasitic patch and the
ground plane, its position chosen to be on the patch’s closest edge to the
central element to maximize the coupling. In an advanced model, the
snap-fit PCBs have been considered instead of the wire model for the
shorting vias in order to house the diode footprint. Activating one diode
at a time, the corresponding parasitic patch element is thus shorted to the
ground plane and acts as a reflector in the radiation pattern composition
(Figure 2). As is evident, the current distribution indicates that when the
right parasitic element is engaged through the diode’s activation it
interacts with the central patch, assuming a radiating role. The
concurrent radiation from both elements, along with the influence of
the ground plane, directs the beam in the opposite direction.

Finally, the distance between central and parasitic elements was
optimized in order to maximize the antenna realized gain in the
directive configuration. The coupling in terms of surface current for
three different distances is shown in Figure 3. The reflective behavior
of the activated parasitic element is due to the current on the snap-fit
PCB which is opposite to the one on feed and vias. Moreover, even if
in Figure 3C the coupling between the central patch and the
activated right parasitic element is stronger, it can be noticed
that a higher amount of current spreads on the ground plane,
either unwantedly participating in the coupling of other parasitic
elements or increasing losses (Figure 3A). Instead, in Figure 3B the
current is focused between the fed element and the shorted parasitic
element. No interaction with the other parasitic elements or leaks on
the ground plane occur, resulting in a greater realized gain.

FIGURE 3
Comparison with coupling surface current in case of (A) 60 mm, (B) 47 mm, and (C) 35 mm distance between radiating and parasitic elements.

FIGURE 4
Realized gain variation compared to parasite distance between
radiating and parasitic elements.

TABLE 1 Optimized antenna geometrical parameter values (in mm).

lsub h lp wp wl dv dp

200 15 61 23.5 3.2 7 47
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As a further confirmation, the variation of gain with respect to
the parasitic element distance is presented in Figure 4, showing that
the optimal relative placement can be found around 0.13λ (44 mm).

The optimized final design refers to the parameters reported
in Table 1.

3 Numerical and experimental results

The optimized antenna structure was simulated using a CST
Microwave Studio Electromagnetic simulator. The PIN diodes have
been modeled according to the component datasheet as lumped
elements, considering 100 mA and 2.1 V for forward-biased diodes
and 0 V for reverse-biased diodes. The 100 nH RF-chokes have been
also modeled as lumped elements.

A prototype of the proposed antenna system was
manufactured and measured, and the results are compared
with simulations. The prototype was equipped with an SMA
connector to be measured with a Rohde and Schwarz Vector
Network Analyzer and in a SATIMO StarLab system. As shown
in Figure 5, the measured VSWR and total efficiency values are
in good agreement with simulations. The measured total
efficiency at 870 MHz amounts to 87.9%, and the measured
VSWR is 32 MHz wide (for VSWR ≤ 2) ranging from 843 to
875 MHz. The difference with the simulated results is in a small
1% frequency shift. Simulations show a resonance which is
perfectly centered on 868 MHz, ranging from 855 to
881 MHz and a relatively smaller total efficiency. In both
cases, coverage of the LoRa European frequency bands
(863–870 MHz) is guaranteed.

FIGURE 5
Simulated and measured comparison of VSWR and total efficiency when a directive beam is activated and in omnidirectional case.

FIGURE 6
Simulated and measured realized gain ϕ � 0 cut for a single directive beam in dBi (A) and measured realized gain θ � 45 cut for the four directive
configurations in dBi (B). Both cases compared to the omnidirectional configuration.
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The measured realized gain cut along the direction of the
maximum in the directive case is presented in Figure 6A in
comparison with the simulated one. Good agreement is visible,
with a measured and simulated maximum gain of 3.95 dBi.
Differences stand only for low values of the gain, and they can
be addressed to the SMA cable and support of the measurement
system. A demonstration of the conical coverage is presented in
Figure 6B where an overlay of the four switchable directive gain
beams is proposed. The intersection between consecutive
configuration states is always greater than 3 dBi. Moreover, the
difference between configurations in opposite directions is always
greater than 4 dBi. The resulting 360° coverage indicates that
activating more than one diode at a time is unnecessary, as a
larger beam with a smaller maximum gain would be produced.

4 Transceiver integration

As part of an airborne-based portable terminal for real-time air
quality monitoring, the antenna system has been conceived to house
all the circuitry needed to send to ground the measured data using
the LoRaWAN protocol. This choice was made to electrically and

FIGURE 7
First version of Atmega328-based microcontroller (A) and PCB Arduino Uno version (B).

FIGURE 8
Diagram of on-field test setup.

FIGURE 9
Photo of proposed antenna mounted on the hexacopter drone
during the flight.
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mechanically isolate the communication system from the drone and
its payload. A board with an integrated ATmega328 microcontroller
and RFM95 radio module (Ferrero, 2021) was thus fixed under the
PCB used as ground-plane with the LoRa module RF output pin
soldered to the central via of the antenna system, replacing the SMA
connector. There are four couples of wires connecting the board to
each snap-fit parasitic element shorting PCB in order to bias the
lying diodes and electrically switch the beams (Figure 7). The board
is powered by an external battery, also fixed on the back of the
ground plane.

A further enhancement in the transceiver integration has been
made with another version presented in Figure 7, where an Arduino
Nano and RFM95 footprints have been directly included in the
design of the ground plane PCB, together with the biasing lines for
the snap-fit PCBs, which have been properly modified to bring the
DC bias at both extremes of the diodes. This prototype reduces the
interference due to free wires running through the structure, and it is
more solid since all components are now soldered onto the PCB

itself. The integration of the widely used Arduino Nano makes the
design of this prototype a perfect candidate for low-cost, easy-to-
assemble antenna for any IoT application using the 868 MHz
frequency band.

5 On-field test

To practically evaluate the advantages of using the proposed
antenna on UAVs for long range transmission, an open area test site
was set (Figure 8) employing a hexacopter in line-of-sight
(LoS) piloting.

The testing system is based on the collection of RSSI samples
during a LoRaPHI (LoRa-Alliance, 2023) packet exchange.
Sampling was done at the ground station by the proposed
reconfigurable antenna. Another copy of the antenna is mounted
on the drone thanks to a 3D-printed supporting structure which
guarantees a fair isolation with the metal parts that pertain to the

FIGURE 10
Path top view for measurement on distance referring to Conf 4. A reference of the base station antenna orientation and its location pointed in red.

FIGURE 11
Averaged measured RSSI samples for each configuration compared to a qualitative free-space loss trend (dashed lines), respectively.
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drone (Figure 9). The antenna on the ground can reconfigure its
radiation diagram as explained in the previous sections, while the
one mounted on the drone is set to radiate omnidirectionally (all
PIN diodes OFF).

All collected samples were then combined with the drone flight
positions at synchronous timestamps in post-processing. At each
drone position, measurements were averaged over 15 samples
collected every second.

During the on-field test, two different scenarios were considered:
(a) the distance scenario, aimed at evaluating the communication
performance when the drone moves away from the ground station,
and (b) the rotation scenario, where the drone rotates around the
ground station at fixed distance.

5.1 Distance scenario

In the first scenario, RSSI values were sampled for all ground
antenna configurations along a straight-line drone path. The
objective was to test communication performance over distance
while maintaining a consistent relative antenna orientation
(Figure 10). Due to LoS requirements and national flying
regulations, the maximum distance was limited to
approximately 350 m from the ground station and 50 m in
height. Keeping the height constant at 45 m, this limitation
resulted in the angle to the ground converging to 8° at the
furthest point of the drone’s flight. Although the main lobe of the
directive radiation pattern was not pointing its maximum to the
drone, the radiation in that direction still lies in the −3 dB half
power beam width (HPBW) range, thus having a relatively low
effect in terms of RSSI variation.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the collected RSSI
measurements with the theoretical values calculated through the

Friss formula for free/space propagation. These latter have been
computed as Eq. 1:

RSSIest � 10 log10
PR

1mW
(1)

where PR is expressed in mW (Mobilefish, 2023).
Measured RSSI data agree well with the theoretical values except

for some outliers obtained for Conf 1 and Conf 2 and for distances
smaller than 100 m. This behavior can be attributed to the multiple
reflections and scattering phenomena caused by the proximity of a
building across the direction of the respective reconfigurable beams.

As the distance from the ground station distance increases, the
advantage given by the possibility of selecting the antenna
configuration pointing at the drone is more evident. Conf 4
enables RSSI values that are, on average, 5 dB greater than the
other configurations and almost 10 dB greater than those of Conf 3,
which points in the opposite direction to the flight path.

5.2 Rotation scenario

The objective of the second on-field test scenario was to evaluate the
use of steerable directive beams to provide the best physical channel.
This was done by sampling RSSI values with the drone circling around
the base station at a fixed altitude of 17.5 m and distance of 28 m.

The results obtained are depicted in Figure 12, which shows the
RSSI values measured by each antenna configuration for all the
different angular directions (the direction at 0° being that
corresponding to Conf 1). The RSSI values (points) for each
configuration are plotted together with the corresponding
simulated realized gain curve (dashed line). As is evident, RSSI
levels consistently reach their maximum at the corresponding angle

FIGURE 12
Averaged measured RSSI for each configuration compared to a qualitative radiation pattern shape over the same angles (dashed line). (A) Conf
1 samples compared to simulated directive gain shape along the correspondent direction. (B)Conf 2 samples compared to simulated directive gain shape
along the correspondent direction. (C) Conf 3 samples compared to simulated directive gain shape along the correspondent direction. (D) Conf
4 samples compared to simulated directive gain shape along the correspondent direction.
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of the ESPAR configuration with only the exception of Conf 1, which
corresponds to the direction of the closest building, where a lower
value can be seen at 0°. Losses in this case can be addressed to
multiple reflections that, in this scenario, play an important role as
the drone never exceeds 28 m LoS distance from the ground station
and, at most, about 50 m from the building.

Moreover, even if RSSI samples at such a small communication
distance can be scattered (Figure 11), differences between opposite
configurations are remarkable (about 5 dB between Conf 1 and Conf
2 at 0° and between Conf 4 and Conf 3 at −90°).

6 Conclusion

A low profile, low cost, easy-to-assemble ESPAR design is here
proposed to work at 868 MHz LoRa frequencies. Reflective coupling
between active and parasitic elements were demonstrated thanks to
the use of simple PIN diodes. The proposed antenna can develop a
3.95 dBi directive beam, and the combination of all directive beams
can generate a conical beam coverage. Moreover, a dipole-like
omnidirectional pattern is achievable when all PIN diodes are
turned off. Conceived for drone-to-ground communications, it
can be mounted on the drone as well as used on the ground stations.

An integration with the RF module and microcontroller on the
same antenna structure is proposed to control the reconfigurable
antenna in real case scenarios for LoRa applications.

On-field communication tests were performed to evaluate the
advantages of the directive beam for coverage improvement and the
reliability of the best physical channel choice when switching beams.

The results of this study show that the longer the distance, the
higher the dominance of using a directive beam to receive power.
Moreover, choosing the proper directive beam can improve channel
reliability even at low distances, permitting overall increases of the
measured RSSI level.
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